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Weightless 

I am 4.  

 I twirl across the carpet, mesmerized by the little slivers of sun that glisten through the 

gaps between the blinds. They appear and disappear in rhythm with the rustling of the leaves 

outside the window. The soles of my pale pink stockings encounter little friction from the coarse 

fibers of the carpet, and the petals of my flower-like skirt tremble and swirl around my little legs, 

as I spin and leap until I am too dizzy to do so anymore. I lay down in an attempt to reorient 

myself - my arms, legs, and hair splayed on the floor like a starfish - when my mom walks in. 

 “Where are your ballet shoes?’ she asks. ‘We have to leave soon.”  

I jump up excitedly, no longer worried about my lack of orientation. “Can we go now, 

please, please, please.”  

I run into my bedroom to locate the magenta and black box that states, in flourishing 

script, on the cover: “Spotlights.” My pointe shoes. I pull away the lid until I see their cream-

like, dusty rose fabric. I lift them out gingerly, for fear of dirtying them, and run my fingers 

along the delicate, pale pink ribbons. 

Later, the Columbus Recreation Center teems with activity. Girls much like myself, 

dressed in little, flowing skirts or the occasional frilly, pink tutu with hair pinned up, are clumped 

outside, waiting for the class to begin. Our instructor introduces herself as Ms. Linda - a woman 

with a stern face but kind eyes - and she wastes no time in beginning the warm up stretches. I go 
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“Up on my toes...and down...and up...and down,” as a simple piano melody tinkles faintly in the 

background. At last. What I had been waiting for. The leaps.  

Ms. Linda lays a dirty, old broom on the light, hardwood floor and asks us all to line up. 

The piano tinkles faintly in the background once more, and she asks us to take a running start 

and leap as high as we can over the broom. I watch as some of the other girls skip lightly over 

the broom, but I am determined to soar over it. I want to fly. It is my turn. The gentle pitter patter 

of my ballet slippers against the hardwood quickens as I speed up, and then I am floating - the 

sun strikes the dust motes as they swirl around me in the newly disturbed air - and for a split 

second, I am weightless.  

I am 6.  

My sister’s pudgy finger pokes me as I hear a shrill “Wake up, wake up, it’s starting!”  

I dazedly open my eyes in time to see the Mirrorball Trophy appear on the screen along 

with the characteristic trumpet theme playing in the background. “Welcome back to Dancing 

with the Stars, I’m Tom Bergeron, and I’m Samantha Harris. Next up, we have…” Curled up in 

my favorite Hannah Montana pajamas, hidden within a pile of blankets, I am contently watching 

my favorite show with my parents and sister. However, it is getting late and the warmth of my 

surroundings is making it increasingly difficult for me to keep my eyes open.  

My mom looks over and says, “Anusha, if you’re tired you should go to sleep.” I haven’t 

missed a single episode, and I am determined to persevere and find out who wins the coveted 

Mirrorball, so I indignantly respond, “I’m not tired!” 

My mom laughs and turns her attention back to the screen, where Cheryl Burke and 

Emmitt Smith are preparing to perform their “Freestyle.” The first beats of “U Can’t Touch 

This” begin to play and Cheryl and Emmitt spring into action. Immediately, I forget how tired I 
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am, and my eyes are glued to the screen. I am captivated by the shimmering costumes of black 

and gold and the enthralling vibe of the dance. It is as though I am living vicariously through 

Cheryl and Emmitt; my stomach leaps in excitement as Emmitt effortlessly lifts Cheryl and spins 

her around over his head. Adrenaline rushes through my veins as they dance in synchrony with 

one another, and it takes every ounce of self-restraint within me to not leap up and begin dancing 

too. For those three short minutes, I am completely lost in the moment.  

I am 10.  

 “OW! You’re poking me!”  

“I need to get these safety pins in, or your costume will fall apart on stage. Stop 

complaining!” snaps my mom. The “green room” is the size of a broom closet with vanities and 

lit mirrors attached to its fittingly green walls. At this moment, it is crammed with parents 

struggling to get their girls into outfits so intricate that it would take a trained engineer years to 

figure out.  

“You’re pulling my hair!”  

“Where’s the eyeliner?”  

“I can’t find my earrings!” Flustered parents run around, capturing rogue safety pins and 

runaway bobby pins to put them back where they belong. After all is said and done, we look like 

quite the bunch: Sarees tied in a Marathi fashion, blossoming magnolias in our pinned up hair, 

golden jewelry shimmering on our ears, necks, wrists, and ankles, and to tie it all together, a 

classic red lip. Waiting impatiently backstage to perform at the India Festival, I realize that the 

butterflies in my stomach are more due to excitement than nerves. I vaguely hear the emcee 

announce “Welcome to the stage Group 1137!,” and I am moving, as if in a trance, onto the 

stage.  
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The strobe lights are blinding, so it is nearly impossible to see anyone in the audience, but 

I suppose it is better this way. Once the initial thumping drum beats of the Marathi number 

begin, I am no longer a demure girl of 10; I am a dancer. The remainder of the performance is a 

blur. However, I do distinctly remember the absolute end: I am in a backbend, I am 

subconsciously aware that my fake nose ring has just fallen off, I am sure my foot has been 

punctured at least 7 times by an odd piece of jewelry, and the safety pins are poking into my 

skin, yet in that moment, - punctured, poked, and pinned - I am smiling from ear to ear, and I am 

unequivocally happy. 

 I am 15.  

The cafeteria brims with students meandering from poster to poster as they explore 

various cultures. Every country imaginable is represented; from students dressed in stunning 

traditional clothing to an endless array of unique cuisines, it is clear that the “Global Café Read a 

Latte” is in full swing. I take all this in as I stand next to my friend at the back end of the 

cafeteria in preparation for our performance. I’m relieved to see that the students appear to be 

more interested in the food and posters than in the performance, but my relief is short lived 

because as we’re about to begin, people begin to cluster around the stage, leaving or peering over 

their posters to see our dance. As space begins to run out, I even see students and teachers 

standing on tables to get a better view! I lay on the cafeteria floor in my initial position for the 

dance, cringing as I feel the embellished, dark blue fabric of my traditional outfit touching the 

grimy floor. My heart races as I hear the faint initial beats of “Barso Re” over the murmur of the 

rapidly expanding crowd, and I begin to twist and twirl across the floor in synchrony with my 

friend. The atmosphere is intoxicating; I thrive off of the applause and exclamations of wonder 
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from the audience. The nerves wear off, and I dance with passion and without restraint. I am 

free.  

I am 17.  

I place a pot of boiling water on the stove and pour a bag of colorful spirals into the 

water. The scent of pesto and red peppers tinges the air as I mix the dressing for the pasta. As I 

wait for the pasta to boil, I turn on some music and begin to sway gently as I hum along to the 

tune. As the chorus builds, I begin dancing, and I am twirling across the cream tiles of the 

kitchen floor in my socks. Hair billowing behind me. Arms arching gracefully in rhythm with the 

music. No friction against the tiles. I. Am. Flying. And I am weightless once more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


